Introduction
Continuous-time Markor chains are widely applicable for modeling practical situations that evol\e continuously in time with jumps or changes at specific epochs. Particu .arly, applications are found in coramunication (queueing theory, broadcasting), computer performance evaluation (computer networks), manufacturing (material handling systems, assembly lines), inventory theory, maintena ïce analysis and reliability.
In dealing with continuous time Markov chains the technique of uniformization, motivated by reuults in [2] , has been shown to be a powerful tooi for both computational ar.d theoretical purposes over the last decades. Among various others, see ::or instance [13] , p.110 for a short description of this techynique. For example, uniformization has been fruitfully exploited for Markov decision processes both directly (cf.i [8] ) and indirectly such as by speeding up policy improvement schemes by artificially introducing extra decision epochs (cf. [14] ).
The uniformization t-chnique, however, is essentially based upon the assumption of uniformly bounded transition or jump rates. Unfortunately, this assumption is too restrictive in many applications with unbounded state spaces. For example, in an infinite queueing model the service or departure rate can be linear ir. the number of customers present, in an inventory system the demand rate ray have unbounded peaks, and in reliability the death rate may be linear in the elapsed life time.
-2 -This paper, thereforÏ, is concerned with an approximate uniformization technique that applie.: to continuous-time Markov chains also with unbounded jump rates. This teel nique is a truncated version of Standard uniformization. As the state sp ice is hereby truncated this technique is computationally applicable in £ twofold manner. As a truncation of the transition rates and as a truncai:ion, but not necessarily associated to the rate truncation, of the state space. An error bound for the accuracy will be established which is reciprocal in the truncation limit with a conditioning constant depending upon estimates for the bias terms of the underlying reward structure associated with the performance measure of interest.
To illustrate the approximate uniformization technique as well as how estimates for these bias•terms can be obtained the results are applied to an inf inite queueing sy. c tem with breakdowns and unbounded service rates. An explicit error bound expression for this application will be provided.
First, as unbounded jump rates are involved, conditions are to be imposed so as to exclude explosions. To this end, results from [15] will be adopted (section 2). Next, tl e approximate technique and the key theorem are presented (section 3). '..'he application to the breakdown system will then be examined in detail (section 4). An evaluation concludes the paper.
Model and prelimi ïary results
The system under investigation is a continuous time Markov chain or Markov jump model with state space N and transition or jump rates q(i,j) for a transition from statt= i into state j. Further, a reward rate r(i) is incurred per unit of tine when the system is in state i. First, let us introducé some notation ar i present assumptions.
Further, for n: JN -* IR with /x(.) > 1 and /j-non-decreasing, which will be called a bounding furction hereafter, let 
The assumptions (2.1 i and (2.2) allow for instance polynomially bounded are purely technical and argued in detail in [15] . Roughly speaking they are needed to excludt explosions. As per this reference, however, various practical situations with unbounded jumprates are covered such as most notably when for some constants r > 0, K < <*> and S. e W: Then for any i<N we cin define one-step transition probabilities
The above construction has the following interpretation. For N=°° and Q > supj^qCi), the set ond and third probability correspond exactly to the condittonal transition probabilities under the Standard uniformization approach (cf. [13] 
and for some B 3 and a'.l t:
Then for all t=n/Q anl with C=[K B 3 + (K+1)K K r B 2 ]:
Proof Let h=l/Q, then by virtue of (3.2) and (2.11)
Also noting that T is restricted to {1,...,N}, we thus conclude for i<N
From (2.7), (3.1), (3.4) and (3.8), we conclude for arbitrary t and with h" 1^: Further, note that |f(i)| < /* 2 (i) ||f|| M and |ï f (i) | < Sj p(i,j)|f(j)| for arbitrary function f. Hence, from substitutlng (3.13) and (3.14) in (3.12) after taking absolute values, we conclude that for any i<N and with
As the probabilities D(Ï,J) remain restricted to states j<N, we thus find by iterating the lat ter inequality for n,n-l,n-2,...,0 and substituting
By applying condition (3.6) with i=i, the proof of inequality (3.9) is hereby completed. Inequality (3.10) immediately follows by the definitions 
Particularly, with t[L]-i for all i and M"(i) 2: (1-S)K~1Q for all i such that p(i,j)>0 for sonuj j>N, where 0<5<l, this reduces to
Remark 3.4 For the cise N==°, the key-result (3.9) of theorem 3.1 resembles Theorem 2.2 of [15] , showing that for this special case the construction 3.2 approximates the value V t within an order 1/Q but with a conditioning constant C fc depending on t. From the proofs of this reference, however, this constant depending on t appears to be exponential in t (see the proof of Lemma 5.1). In contrast but most essentially, however, (3.9) proves that this constant can be reduced to a linear function in t so that the main result (3.10) can be concluded.
Remark 3.5 As (3.10) implies the order of accuracy 1/Q provided the conditions (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) are satisfied, it also proves the approximate uniformization to be asymptotically exact in Q. Particularly, the truncated uniformization such as under (3.6), (3.7) and (3.19) seems to guarantee this asymptotic exactness. This will be illustrated in section 5.
Recursive verification of continuous-time conditions
The conditions (3.7) and (3.8) involve continuous-time functions that are to be estimated from above independently of t. This itself is a main problem as time-recursive techniques cannot be applied in continuous-time. This section therefore will show that the discrete-time recursive construction (3.2) and (3.3) can also be utilized to verify the conditions (3.7) and (3.8) in a discrete-time recursive manner.
To this end, approximation results will be established similar to (3.9) but without continuous-time conditions such as (3.7) or (3.8). In contrast with the right hand side cf (3.9), however, the order of this approximation will grow exponentially in t so that a main result of interest as (3.10) cannot be concluded. But for fixed t, these approximations will suffice to verify (3.7) and (3.8).
Let N<°° and Q > max i<H q(i) be arbitrary finite numbers and consider the one-step transition construction given by (3.1). Hence, with h=l/Q, we have . The foilowing key-lemma is then obtained as a truncated analog of lemma 4.1 from [15] .
lts proof essentially relies upon the technical assumptions (2.4) or (2.5).
Lemma 4.1 For k=0,l,2 and some constant C independent of N and Q:
for a11 J >N and with q(i)=2jq(i,j) we
The proof is hereby crapleted under assumption (2.5), while under (2.4) the proof is guaranteed b; noting that /Xj.(j) < /^(i) for j<i so that the latter inequality can be red iced to
The following lemma ±u a minor modification of lemma 2. The following lemma then relates this special recursive construction to the continuous-time formvlation (4.5). lts proof is similar to that of theorem 3.1 but with some mii or though essential technical differences as the conditions (3.7) and (3.3) are excluded.
Lemma 4.3 For giver N and Q > max i£N q(i) assume that for some constant r>0: [10], [11] , [12] , [13] and [19] ). The present application, however, requires special techn: cauties as infinite intensities are involved. This has not been touchedupon earlier in the literature. The proof techniques therefore are of gene :al interest.
For the purpose of i'.-.lustration and exposition, we restrict our attention to the truncated uniformization case (see remark 3.3 ii) as this case is the most natural one erom a numerical point of view. However, as the essential technicalities sach as (3.7) and (3.8) are hereby dealt with, similar results can be expect.ed for other approximate uniformizations such as restricted uniformization (see remark 3.3 i).
As per inequality (3.L0) of theorem 3.1, the accuracy of the truncated uniformization proposed will be shown to be of order 1/Q with an explicit conditioning constant B 3~C . As performance measure of interest we will consider the system throughput.
Model
Consider an infinite server system that is subject to breakdowns independently of whether cus :omers are present or not at an exponential rate with parameter v x . A breakdown renders the system inoperative for an exponential period with parameter v 0 . The service requirements are assumed to be exponential with parametf r fj,. The interarrival times are also exponential but with state dependent parameter A(p,9) whenever the system is in state (p,9) denoting that p customers are present while the system is in status 9, where 9=1 means operative (up) and 9=0 means inoperative (down). Here we assume that for some A<» and all (p,9):
For example, we can have A(n,9)=0 whenever 9=0 and n>Z for some Z, while A(n,9)=A otherwise, representing a system in which arrivals are blocked above a certain level Z when the system is down.
The description above is known in the literature as the "independent" breakdown case in co ïtrast with the so-called "active" breakdown case in which the system can go down only when it is serving (cf. expression can be shown to hold (cf. [16] ) only when A(.,9)-0 for 9=0. For the general case numerical computation is thus required. As infinite transition rates are involved, truncated uniformization will be proposed.
As performance measure of interest we investigate the throughput, where it is noted that this mzasure is known explicitly only when the arrival rate is constant.
Truncated uniformization
The transition rates q([p,6j,[p',9']) for a transition from state [p,9] into [p',9'j are give.i by 
Noting that the second, third and fifth term of the last expression are equal to 0, applying (5.6) to the other terms, and recalling (5.4), we have hereby completed the ;>roof. O Lemma 5.2 For k=0,l 2 and all n>0:
By induction to n we will show that for any function f satisfying (5.6), we also have
For n=0 this follows by:
Suppose that (5.9) ho'Lds for n < m-1, then for n=m: [9], [10] , [11] , [18] and [19] that ECl+Xg) 15 < E(l+X) k -C(k).
Now consider the origuial breakdown system with the modification that arrivals exceeding the th.'eshold L are rejected and let Xg be the queue length of this system in equilibrium. Than, as intuitively clear, one can prove as in [16] that also Application of theorem 3.1, where it is noted that K=8 as by (2.3), corapletes the proof. D
